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NEW ENGLAND ISA 2017 ANNUAL 
CONFERENCE RECAP  
Southbridge Hotel & Conference Center - October 1-3 
 

Three-hundred and thirteen people attended this year’s conference & 

tradeshow including thirty-one exhibitors. Highlights included key-

note speaker Dr. Ed Gilman speaking on pruning techniques and Ken 

Palmer, from ArborMaster, speaking on chainsaw safety, rigging, and 

climbing systems.  
 

This year’s ISA Gold Leaf Award was awarded in Landscape Beautification to the Worcester 

Tree Initiative for their work in re-planting Worcester after the loss of trees due to Asian 

Longhorned Beetle.  
 

The New England Chapter ISA Dr. H. Dennis P. Ryan III Award, the highest award of 

distinction offered by the chapter, was awarded to Richard Herfurth of Bartlett Tree Experts, 

a humble and very deserving recipient. The award brings with it a life-time membership to 

the chapter. 
 

The 2017 New England ISA $1500.00 Scholarships were issued to Tierney Bocsi and Casey 

Reed. Tierney is a graduate student, pursuing a Master’s of Science in Forest Resources at 

the University of Massachusetts Amherst (UMass-Amherst). Casey is student at the 

Stockbridge School of Agriculture – UMass-Amherst, pursuing a degree in Arboriculture and 

Community Forest Management.   
 

A Heads or Tails Raffle was run to benefit the TREE Fund. All participants purchased 

a bandana for $10. Participants had to decide if they would wear their bandana on their 

head or on their 'tail' (tucked in a back pocket). When the raffle began, Jeff Carney, New 

England Chapter ISA Tree Fund Liaison, and Greg Lukos, New England Chapter ISA 

incoming president, flipped a coin and when it landed on heads, all those who had their 

bandana on their head stayed in the game for another round. This was repeated until one 

person was left standing. Jeff Ballantyne won a Stihl leaf blower and $700 was raised to 

support the TREE Fund! 
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PRESIDENT’S LETTER 

By Fred Perry 

 

“Even if I knew that tomorrow would go to pieces, I would still plant 

my apple tree.” – Martin Luther 

 

This quote reminds me of the interminable optimism those of us that 

work in the field of arboriculture possess. As I sit to write my last 

message as New England 

Chapter President, 

hurricane José is skirting 

the coast of Southern New England. Hurricane 

Maria has just obliterated Puerto Rico, and an 

earthquake has decimated Mexico City. We are  

faced with the uncertainty of the  next storm, and 

the potential desctruction of the latest invasive 

insect. But despite this, we continue our work 

caring for trees and planting for the future. 

 

I would like to share this thought— in doing this 

work, we gain more and more experience.  With 

this experience, we often get more comfortable 

doing that daily work. In return, the risks we take 

become greater.  I would call it an increased risk 

tolerance. This tolerance has the potential to be 

hazardous to the trees and, more importantly, to 

us. The risks can go largely unnoticed as we are 

desensitized to them. 

 

The focus of my messages during this past year 

has been on safety. My hope is that you will all 

continue in the education that the New England 

Chapter ISA offers and that you will learn the signs 

and be able to mitigate these risks and continue 

into the future, no matter the challenges. 

 

I would like to close on a lighter note with a quote 

that is appropriate for the season from the “Blue 

Ridge Parkway: A Guide to Trees,” “Trees enrich 

our lives through the year. They reassure us with 

the rustle of their leaves, give us shade to soothe 

our overheated bodies and they bring delight to us 

when we watch birds nest in their boughs.  

However, it is only during the fall that they wave 

flamboyant foliage that seems to demand our 

attention.” 

 

 

Be Safe.
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THANK YOU  
TO THE 2017 NEW ENGLAND ISA ANNUAL CONFERENCE & 

TRADE SHOW SPONSORS  
WE COULD NOT DO IT WITHOUT YOU! 
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New England Chapter ISA Past 
President, Warren Spinner, 
Retires  
By Joel Banner Baird, The Burlington Free Press 

[reprinted with permission of The Burlington Free 

Press] 

August 18, 2017—BURLINGTON, Vt. (AP) — To 

walk with Warren Spinner through a city park is 

to time-travel. On Friday, his last day of work as 

Burlington's City Arborist, he reflected on how his 

38-year career has intersected with mayoral regimes, changes to climate and the lives of 
thousands of trees on his watch.  

During an hour-long stroll, Spinner remembered a fierce windstorm in the summer of 1983 

that toppled a 250-year-old white oak. He invoked the Monroe Street neighborhood in the 

1980s where volunteers, including then-Mayor Bernie Sanders, replaced the stumps of 

diseased American elms with honey locust saplings. Spinner rooted for the fragrant silver 

lindens in Waterfront Park he helped plant in 1991, and for the grove of five surviving 

American chestnuts in Ethan Allen Park. Pointing at the greenery along the walk, Spinner 

speculated when a given tree might age out, and what species might replace it. He pointed 

out the hops-like seed pod of an American hornbeam; the benign bacterial ooze ("slime 
flux") on a lone elm; a shift from sandy topsoil to outcrops of bedrock in the New North End. 

The built environment, too, commands Spinner's attention. "The city is involved with a lot of 

development right now," he said. "Burlington is changing for the better." He explained why: 

"The administration of Miro Weinberger, the planners, the builders have included me in 

discussions on infrastructure, especially around stormwater. It's been awesome. There's no 

longer any question how important urban forestry is to this. They get it." Weinberger, for 

his part, said Friday that Spinner "has left a lasting mark" on public spaces in the city — a 
legacy that will make the search for his successor all the more challenging. 

Spinner was just beginning his career when Bernie Sanders was elected mayor. When 

Sanders campaigned through neighborhoods devoid of tree cover, it made a strong 

impression, and spurred a well-organized reforestation effort, Spinner said. "He wanted to 

plant a thousand trees a year for 10 years," he continued. "Can you imagine hearing that 

for the first time? I was probably 28, 29 years old at the time, and I'm going 'Holy Cow!'" 

Over the course of six hours in late April 1983, volunteers planted about 430 trees — all the 

digging done by hand, Spinner said. 

Sanders remembers those years, too. In an email he wrote: "I fondly recall joining Warren 

and residents of the Old North End to plant trees on North Street. In his decades of 

committed service, Warren's outstanding work earned Burlington national recognition for 

the city's urban forestry efforts, and helped make Burlington one of the most livable cities in 

the United States." Subsequent mayoral administrations also championed Spinner's efforts. 

But grassroots organizing continued to play a key role, he said. In 1996, University 

of Vermont entomologist Margaret Skinner, launched the group Branch Out Burlington. 

Within a year or two, she had forged an alliance with Skinner. Although the arborist initially 

resisted the notion of a citizen-run tree nursery to supply the city with trees, Spinner finally 

mailto:juliemcoop@gmail.com
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came around, a capitulation that he still kids about with Skinner. "We've developed a 
meeting of the minds over the years, a synergy," Skinner said. 

Spinner's talent for collaboration has grown enormously since then, she added: "He'll talk 

with Joe Blow who knows absolutely nothing about trees, or with a professor, or a specialist 

and everyone in between. And he enjoys it. He's able to embrace their love of trees, along 

with his own. "It's so clear that he enjoys sharing that passion with anybody and 
everybody," she added.  

Michael Snyder, Vermont Commissioner of Forests, Parks and Recreation, formerly the 

Chittenden County Forester, sang Spinners' praises in a recent phone interview. "He was a 

great role model, and he was just great to work with," Synder said. "He empowered people, 

he was good at teaching; making forestry approachable. He wasn't preachy. He may have 

been preaching trees and the importance of street trees, but he never sounded like he was 

preaching. "I just thought: 'This guy's got some magic going on here, and I want some of 

that.' Sure I learned technical things from him, but maybe more importantly I learned from 

his professionalism, his demeanor, his gregarious nature that was infectious and 

empowering. "Let's face it: Burlington is a beautiful city, and what a great legacy he's left 

there," Snyder said. "But I hope people can understand that his great work, over a long 

period of time there, is significant. But it goes well beyond Burlington. Many of us, 
throughout Vermont and the region have learned from him." 

Spinner, meanwhile, has a practical suggestion for the rest of us: Look at trees, admire 

trees; care for trees. "It's not just in the public rights of way," he said. "The urban forest is 
in your backyard, as well as your city parks — it's everywhere." 

How to Post a Job on the New Chapter Website.  
By Mollie Freilicher 

 

Take advantage of this great feature, free to members! You can post jobs from your 

desktop or mobile device.  

Steps to post a job: 

1. Go to www.newenglandisa.org. 

2. Log in to the website.  (Scroll to bottom for log in)  

3. Hover over Resources at the top and select “Job Listings.” You can also scroll to the 

bottom of the page and select “Job Listings.” 

4. On the Job Listings page, click the button “Post a Job Now.” 

5. Enter information about the job. You can enter the Job Title, Application Deadline 

(if there is one), City, and State. 

6. In Job Summary, enter a short description. This is what will appear on the Job 

Listings page. Keep the summary short, i.e. Tree Company seeks a Plant Health Care 

Specialist or Town of ABC seeks arborist.  

7. In Job Full Description, enter the detailed job description. This is what will display 

when a user clicks on the job title in the Job Listings page. It can be as long or as 

short as you want.  

8. In External Link, enter the web address for the job or company or a link to the job 

application, if applicable, or you can include this in your Job Full Description. 

9. Once you’ve completed the information, click Save and your listing will be sent to 

the administrator for posting and you will be taken back to the Chapter homepage.    
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STATE REPORTS & NEWS 
 

CONNECTICUT:  Charlie Iselin charlieiselin@comcast.net  
I hope all you tree people had a good summer. Here in Connecticut we will be 

welcoming in fall on September 22 with 85-degree temperatures while cleaning up 

storm damage from a snowless nor’easter formerly known as Hurricane José. It has been a 

fairly good summer in southern Connecticut and residential and commercial tree work has 

been quite abundant as the economy slowly improves. Municipal tree work however remains 

a bit slow due to the great uncertainty within our state government. Towns all across the 

state still don’t know if the state will completely fund our teachers’ retirement plans. If there 

are any reductions in this funding, it will fall on the individual towns to make up the 

difference. This means even more property taxes in one of the most heavily taxed states in 

the nation. This also means that a lot of towns are pinching pennies and only spending 
money on trees when forced to. 

In certain areas of the state we have seen a lot of oak mortality due to defoliation from the 

gypsy moths and several years of severe drought. We are also losing a large number of our 

ash trees to the emerald ash borer. As I drive around my part of the state, I see a lot of 

dead and dying trees over the public right of way and no real plans of how to deal with 
them. 

On July 20th, the Connecticut Tree Protective Association put on its 95th summer meeting. 

Attendance was once again strong with around 700 tree people coming to enjoy the day. 

Coming up this fall we will have not one, but two EHAP classes. On October 26 we will have 

our standard class in Berlin, and new this year, we will be putting on a class in Spanish in 
Norwalk on November 29. 

This Thursday September 21, our own Bud Neal will hold a training class on the emerald ash 

borer; this time we will do it in Haddam on the Connecticut River. For more information on 

this and all things trees in Connecticut, go to our website at www.ctpa.org. I hope to see a 
lot of you at conference October 1-3 in Mass. 

 

   MASSACHUSETTS: Jonathan Webb jwebb@mountauburn.org 

I hope everyone enjoyed their summer. The eastern part of the state was recently 

affected by high winds brought on from hurricane José. Overall, we escaped with minor tree 

damage considering what the potential could have been.  

 

Our thoughts and prayers go out to those in other parts of our country who have suffered 

tremendously from hurricanes battering the islands and coasts. In the Boston area, tree 

companies and institutions employ many from the Caribbean islands and especially Puerto 

Rico. Although not directly impacted here, are co-workers and employees from those areas 

with family, relatives, and property. Some are still learning that their houses are gone, 

along with other possessions, and they begin to sink into a state of despondency. They 

cannot be there and they can do nothing until flights are allowed in and off the islands. In 

other cases, there are employees who went home for a couple weeks before the hurricane, 

and now are unable to leave. These issues will naturally affect the workplace, and given the 

nature of our business, there must be extra precaution taken when it comes to focus and 

safety.  

 

Some organizations recently sat down with their employees who have been affected to 

come up with a plan to show practical support. They are trying to find a way for funds 

raised to make it into the hands of family members that are still on the Island. There can be 
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many avenues to show our support. As arborists, we are usually on the front lines of clean-

up after such storms. We see firsthand the devastation caused by fallen and uprooted trees 

along with the dangers that linger long after the storm is passed. Let’s continue to pray for 

those who suffered loss and for the safety and protection of all involved in the clean-up 

process. 
 
 
 

MAINE: Jon Hanisko jhanisko@lucastree.com 
 

The cool nights and shorter days are back at it, 

turning the foliage of the stressed trees first, 

then slowly tickling the tops of the hardwoods, 

bringing out the red, yellow, and orange 

colors. 

 

It was a big year in Maine for the brown tail 

moth. Numbers soared from what they were 

over the last few years and it appears to be 

moving, albeit very slowly, into spots in 

Scarborough and possibly (though not confirmed) Cape Elizabeth. Many trees were 

defoliated and will no doubt show signs of it next spring after another drought summer. 

Hopefully the long cold wet spring will help to keep next year’s population in check. Only 

time will tell. 

 

The winter moth continues to expand through southern Maine from Cape Elizabeth down to 

Kittery. The impact of the feeding appears to be inconsistent over the areas hit. Some hit 

hard, while others are showing minimal feeding.  In any event, the population shows no 

sign of slowing. 

 

The Asian longhorn beetle and emerald ash borer remain undetected so far. Pheromone 

traps remain in place throughout southern Maine, in the hopes of early detection should 

they make an appearance. 

 

The pesticide debate continues throughout several communities in southern Maine.  It 

continues to be a dividing topic. Please remember to continue IPM/Best Practices and be 

responsible applicators. 

 

Finally the Maine Arborist Association held its annual Tree Climbing Competition on 

September 16 at Deering Oaks Park in Portland.  There was a good showing of competitors, 

representing most of the New England states. The MAA’s annual meeting will be coming up 

this winter. Details are still being worked out. Have a safe winter. 
 
 

NEW HAMPSHIRE: Lucas Beane lbeane@lucastree.com 

 

Foliage - As our fall newsletter is being circulated, our 

New Hampshire forests will be in the midst of our most 

anticipated transformation of the year. According to 

Jim Salge in New England Today, we are expecting a 

great foliage season this year, which is the byproduct 

of environmental factors dating back to last winter.  
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New Hampshire’s drought status stabilized over the winter, which also had above average 

snowfall and multiple melt-offs throughout the winter. Our spring and summer have been 

stable with adequate precipitation and no extreme temperatures. All indications are that we 

will have a good season for leaf peeping here in New Hampshire! To check out the progress, 

peak times, and best viewing areas visit the foliage tracker at 

https://www.visitwhitemountains.com/foliage-tracker. 

 

Hurricanes - On many of our minds recently have been the communities of the Gulf and 

Atlantic coasts that have suffered tremendous blows from Hurricane Harvey and Hurricane 

Irma. At the time of my writing this article, there are thousands of arborists from 

throughout North America who have traveled to the southeast to help with clean up and 

storm restoration efforts. Thank you all for your hard work and we pray you return home 

safely.   

 

In New Hampshire, we are fortunate that hurricanes are 

not a frequent weather occurrence, but when they do 

occur, they have a profound impact on our landscape 

and forests for decades to come. Perhaps the most 

significant hurricane to impact New Hampshire in recent 

history was the Great Hurricane of 1938. This hurricane 

caused widespread timber damage throughout the state 

and there was little to no warning of its arrival. Though 

this storm hit over 75 years ago, it played a major role 

in shaping New Hampshire’s forest composition and 

density today.   

 

Something to Do 

If you are interested 

in history and the 

forestry industry, 

check out the Taylor 

Sawmill on Pond Rd. 

in Derry, NH. The 

mill is over 200 years old and will be open for 

demonstration on October 14, 2017 from 10:00 

a.m. to 4:00 p.m. For more information on the 

mill’s history check out 

http://www.nhdfl.org/land-conservation/taylor-

sawmill/. 
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ESSEX TECH UPDATE 
Essex Technical High School visit to the 2017 ISA Conference in Southbridge, MA.  

Essex Technical High School brought two instructors 

and 13 high school arboriculture majors to the annual 

ISA Conference and Trade Show in Southbridge, MA. 

The students and staff would like to thank the NEC-ISA 

board and members for permitting us to attend. We 

were warmly received and treated incredibly well by 

everyone.   

 

Upon returning to the classroom, we asked the 

students what was memorable about their experience 

at the show. The following are the students’ comments 

and observations:  

 

 I enjoyed talking to the vendors and learning about the products that are available in 

the arboriculture industry (Gabby R.).  

 It's a great feeling as a student to know the adults of this field are supporting us as 

we continue to further our education (Charlie S.).   

 Attending the lectures  allowed us to learn about new techniques and expand my 

knowledge (Jake C.).   

 It was a pleasure to hear from industry professionals about opportunities in the field 

(Tyler D.).   

 From attending this conference we learned that ISA is a great community in 

supporting young minds throughout their education (Liam H.).   

 We found the conference to be welcoming of us students as well as being good to 

hear from different arborist around New England (CJ).  

 It was an honor to attend the ISA conference and learn about arbor and have a 

better understanding of it (John M.).   

 It was nice to have the opportunity to see all the different career paths in the field of 

arboriculture (Jamie D.).   

 I enjoyed the Arborjet presentation and later talking at his booth and learning more 

about the injections (Jared M.).   

 I enjoyed the Bioforest booth and learning about the benefits of saving trees rather 

than removing them (Justin L.).   

 We found some of the claims that Ed Gilman made regarding storm damage 

restoration pruning to be fascinating and intriguing (Paige W.).  

 We enjoyed Ken’s presentation on chainsaw safety the videos and pictures really 

made think about safety and keeping two hands on the saw and my thumb wrapped 

around the handle (Nate M.). 

 

Essex Technical High School Instructors Stephen 

Noble and Chris Wood would like to thank all staff 

and attendees of the ISA NE Conference for 

making us feel so accepted and for creating such 

a positive and supportive educational experience 

for our students. You all made a very positive 

impression on our class. 

 

Thank you - Essex Tech. High School 

Arboriculture Program 
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BRISTOL AGGIE UPDATE  
The Arboriculture department is back and is ready for another exciting 

year. While the freshmen get introduced to climbing trees and the 

profession of arboriculture, the sophomores are being indoctrinated into 

the life of arboriculture and getting trained in safe tree climbing 

techniques. The juniors are learning about first aid and CPR. The seniors 

are attending to various tree needs around campus. The entire 

department is gearing up for our annual Fall Show which is quickly 

approaching.  

 

Arbor Events: 

 All Arbor majors attended and competed in the 54nd Annual Field Day 

& Equipment Show hosted by the Southeastern Massachusetts Tree 

Wardens’ & Arborists’ Association. This field trip allows our students 

to interact with professionals in their future field and get real-world 

exposure to the arboriculture industry. Students are able to compete 

in a number of competitions and win prizes. There are a number of 

equipment dealers there that love to showcase their business and 

tools to the students. This year Bill McGowan from Vermeer 

Northeast demonstrated Vermeer's new AX19 wood chipper. The 

opportunity to see how real-world, arboriculture equipment functions 

is a huge benefit for the students. They were shocked to see full 

sized 19' logs process through a chipper without a struggle. Many of 

our younger students utilized this opportunity to begin what, for 

some of them, will become a lifelong obsession: buying arbor gear! Hard hats were the 

item of the day. Buying their own PPE made for VERY happy students. All of the 

students had a very good day and they learned a lot. Thank you to all of the sponsors 

and the S.E.M.T.W.A.A. for a wonderful start to the year for our program!   

 The department will be selling firewood to raise money for the students. All Arbor 

majors will have the opportunity to stay after school and process firewood in exchange 

for Arborwear sweatshirts.  

 Our annual Fall Show will be held on October 20-22. All Arboriculture displays will be in 

the pole barn on campus. We will be having a kids climb on Saturday and Sunday of 

the show for any students 1st-7th grade. After a parental waiver is completed, young 

students will be allowed to 

access the canopy of a tree 

and experience the majesty 

of tree climbing. 

 

As students, we are always 

searching for more sources 

of information to help 

expand our educational and 

social horizons. If you are 

at all interested in joining 

the Arbor Advisory Board or 

becoming an educational 

resource, contact Seth Cook 

at scook@bcahs.com 

mailto:juliemcoop@gmail.com
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2018 OFFICERS 
 

PRESIDENT – Greg Lukos 

glukos@hvmaster.com  
 

PRESIDENT-ELECT – Rick Harper 

rharper@eco.umass.edu 
 

VICE-PRESIDENT – Heather Green 

heather.green.94@gmail.com  
  
PAST PRESIDENT – Fred Perry 

fperry@blithewold.org  
 

TREASURER – Dean Charter 

dean_charter@verizon.net  
 

SECRETARY – Mollie Freilicher 
secretary@newenglandisa.org  
 

ISA CoR REPRESENTATIVE – Anne- 

Marie Moran 

anne.moran@nationalgrid.com  
 

CERTIFICATION LIAISON – Danielle 

Fitzko Danielle.Fitzko@vermont.gov   
 

CONNECTICUT REP – Ken Placko 
kcplacko@hotmail.com  

 

MAINE REP – John Hanisko  

jhanisko@lucastree.com  
 

MASSACHUSETTS REP – Jonathan 

Webb jwebb@mountauburn.org 
 

NEW HAMPSHIRE REP – Lucas Bean  

lbeane@lucastree.com 

 

RHODE ISLAND REP – Jason Vickers 

gardnr1@gmail.com  
  
VERMONT REP – Kevin Shrader 

bandkshr@comcast.net  
 

TCC CHAIRPERSON – Bruce Duffy  

arboristduffy@hotmail.com  

 

NEWSLETTER EDITORS –  

Mollie Freilicher & Heather Leff 
 

PRESIDENTIAL APPOINTEES - 
 

 Julie Coop 

juliemcoop@gmail.com 
 

David Donoghue 

David.Donoghue@nationalgrid.com 
 

Bear LeVangie 
blevangie@bioforest.ca  
 

Doak Marasco 

Doak.Marasco@davey.com  

 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR - Heather Leff 

heather@newenglandisa.org 

 

 

TREE FUND LIAISON – Chris 

Donnelly 

chris.donnelly@ct.gov     
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ARBORIST 
LEXINGTON, MA 

 

  
HORTICULTURAL CREW LEADER 

MASHPEE, MA 

 

  
CLIMBER/CREW LEADER  

CAMBRIDGE, MA 

 
Town of Lexington DPW is seeking an arborist. 
For the required application form and job 
description, email jobs@lexingtonma.gov or 
download from www.lexingtonma.gov  or call 
Human Resources Dept at 781-698-
4590. $20.41 per Hour 

 Gardens by Barbara Conolly is seeking a 
Horticultural Crew Leader to lead a crew for fine 
gardening work on high-end residential 
properties.  Please reply by January 1, 2018 
with a cover letter, résumé, and professional 
references to: Gardens by Barbara Conolly, Inc, 
P.O. Box 1962, N. Falmouth, MA  02556 
barbara@gardensbybarbaraconolly.com 
 
 

 Butler & Son Tree Service is seeking a 
crew leader/climber. Minimum two years’ 
experience required. Valid Class B driver’s 
license required – no exceptions. 
Contact: 617.924.8322 to apply.  

 

 
TREE AND SHRUB SPECIALIST 

MEDFIELD, MA 

 

  
ARBORIST TRAINEE 

HOLLISTON, MA 

 

  
SALES POSITION 
SPRINGFIELD, MA 

 
Lueders is seeking a Tree and Shrub 
Specialist. Email: careers@luedersco.com 
Call: Jack Muller (508) 359-9905 x 115 
Fax: 508-359-8125 Mail: Lueders Companies, 
30 West Mill St., Medfield, MA 02052 
 

 Tree Specialists is seeking an Arborist 
Trainee. To apply for this position, please 
email a cover letter and resume 
to office@treespecialists.com 
 

 ArborTech is seeking a sales person. 
Please email resumes 
to Office@GoArborTech.com 
 

 
CLIMBING ARBORIST 

HOLLISTON, MA 

 

  
TREE CARE SALES REP 

MEDFIELD, MA

 

  
GROUNDMAN 

SPRINGFIELD, MA

 
Tree Specialists is seeking a climbing arborist. 
To apply for this position, please email a cover 
letter and resume to office@treespecialists.com 

 Lueders is seeking a Tree Care Sales 
Rep.  Email Resume 
to: careers@luedersco.com  
Fax: (508-359-8125) 
Mail: Lueders Companies, 30 West Mill 
St., Medfield, MA 02052 
Call: Mike Lueders (508-359-9905 x112) 

 ArborTech is seeking a groundman. Please 
email resumes to Office@GoArborTech.com 
 

 
PLANT HEALTHCARE PROGRAM 

SPECIALIST 
PETERBOROUGH, NH

 

  
 

CLIMBING ARBORIST 
WARWICK, RI

 

  
 

FULL TIME AND PER DIEM ISA 
CERTIFIED ARBORISTS WANTED 

NEW YORK, NY

 
Broad Oak Tree & Shrub is seeking a plant 
healthcare program specialist. Contact Dan 
Tremblay, Grow@broadoaktree.com 603-673-
1513  

 T.F. Morra Tree Care is seeking a 
Climbing Arborist. Email resume 
to info@tfmorra.com to apply. 

 Branch Out Consultants is seeking full 
time and per diem ISA certified arborists. 
ISA Certified Arborist from the International 
Society of Arboriculture (must have current 
certification) Salary based on experience. 
Please submit resume to Alyssa 
at Branchingoutconsultantsadm@gmail.com 

 
 

CONSULTING UTILITY ARBORISTS 
NEW ENGLAND STATES

 

  
UTILITY LINE CLEARING, CREW 

LEADER AND GROUNDS PEOPLE  
SEACOAST, NH

 

 POST A JOB  - FULL DESCRIPTIONS 
AVAILABLE AT 
https://www.newenglandisa.org/resource
s/job-listings 

 

ACRT  is seeking consulting utility arborists, 
contact 
https://www.acrtinc.com/availablepositions for 
more information 

 Seacoast Tree Care is hiring. Visit our 
website for details. 
http://www.seacoasttreecare.com/career
s.html  

 MEMBERS POST JOBS FOR FREE 
CONTACT heather@newenglandisa.org 
for details. 
 

 

NEW ENGLAND JOB OPPORTUNITIES  
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AREA ISA CERTIFICATION EXAMS 
Date  Location City, State 

Oct 20  UMaine Orono, ME 

Nov 29   NE Grows Boston, MA 
Dec 8  UMAINE Orono, ME 

 

For information and scheduling of ISA 
exams in New England, contact Danielle 
Fitzko Danielle.Fitzko@vermont.gov  

 

IMPORTANT 2018  

NEW ENGLAND CHAPTER DATES 
June 8-9 – New England ISA Tree 

Climbing Championship – Connecticut 
College, New London, NH 

 
September 28-30 – ISA North 

American Tree Climbing Championship 
– Roger Williams Park, Providence, RI 

 
November 4-6 – New England ISA 

Annual Conference & Trade Show –

Hilton Mystic, Mystic, CT 
 

Share your experiences… 
Do you have a story to share? Something for our Safety First section? Something 
else related to arboriculture? We encourage you to submit an article (500 words)  
for the newsletter. If your article is selected, you will receive a $100 thank you! 

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU! 
Contact heather@newenglandisa.org for more information. 

 

 
FALL HAPPENINGS (EARN CEUs) 
For complete listing & for more detailed 
information, visit our CALENDAR at 
www.newenglandisa.org/events  

 

Oct 11 Webinar: Integrating Trees into Storm 

Water Management Design & Policy  
 

Oct 12 EAB University Webcast: After EAB 

Encouraging Regrowth of a Healthy 
Forest 

 

Oct 13 MA DCR Tree Steward Training 
 

Oct 15 SMA’s Municipal Forestry Institute  
 

Oct 19  EAB University Webcast: Thousand 
Cankers Disease 

 

Oct 20 Wood in Stream: Exploring the Ecological 
Value and Practice of Adding Large Wood 
in New Hampshire’s First Order Streams 

 

Oct 24 MAA Safety Saves & Dinner Meeting 
 

Nov 9 Urban Forestry Today Webcast 

   
 

 
 

 

 

NEC-ISA 

P.O. Box 435 
Norwell, MA 02061 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

WHEN & WHERE  
Upcoming Calendar FALL Events 2017 
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